Queen's Pageant

Events To Open

The annual Pfeiffer Pageant, first of the Miss Panola's Crown Queen's Pageant, will be held April 1 at 8 o'clock in the Panola High School auditorium. The event will be preceded by a parade through the streets of Panola. Tickets will be sold in advance or at the door of the auditorium.

Pine Burr Dedicated At Party

A dedication of Pine Burr, Carthage High School's latest addition to the campus, was held April 1 at the school. The dedication was attended by the principal, Mr. E. H. Jett, and other faculty members. Pine Burr is a new addition to the school, replacing an old building.

Panola County Ranks Low In Forest Fires

The Panola County Fire Marshall's Office has reported that the county ranks low in the state for forest fires. This is due to the cooperation of the citizens and the efforts of the local fire departments.

4,300 Persons Eligible To Vote

A total of 4,300 Panola County residents are eligible to vote in the upcoming election. This number is based on the number of voters who registered within the county last year.
Briery-Williams Wedding
Rites Are Solemnized

David East Eyes Future Career with Oiler Team

Kilgore Sets Cage Pace; Blair Is Scoring Leader

Pine Tree Nips Dogs

Gary Wins Three Titts

Staff Attends Grid Clinic
**Editorials**

**Year Of Decision**

The year of 1966 was a pivotal one in the history of the community. The impact of various decisions made during this time could be felt for years to come. The editorial section highlights significant events and developments that occurred in 1966.

---

**Turning Back The Pages**

"Turning Back The Pages" is a feature that revisits historical events and moments from previous years. This section provides a glimpse into the past, reminding us of how far we have come.

---

**SENSING THE NEWS**

This column offers insights and perspectives on current events, providing commentary and analysis on the news.

---

**Old Adage Applies**

An old adage, "The grass is always greener on the other side," is explored in this editorial, discussing the deceiving nature of such a saying and its implications.

---

**Boy Scout Week**

The Boy Scout movement plays a crucial role in the community, fostering values and skills in young people. This editorial highlights the significance of Boy Scout Week and its contributions.

---

**Grass Roots Opinion**

This section invites contributions from the community, allowing residents to express their opinions and ideas on various topics.

---

**Budget Funds Marked For Asset Purchases**

The editorial discusses the allocation of budget funds for purchasing assets, emphasizing the importance of prudent financial planning.

---

**Beef Profits Are Talked**

Beef production and its profitability are under discussion, with the editorial exploring the factors influencing beef profits and the strategies for improvement.

---

**See What I Mean?**

This column seems to be a humorous or light-hearted feature, possibly including cartoons or jokes.

---

**Budget Funds Marked For Asset Purchases**

Continuing the theme of budget allocation, this editorial focuses on the specific areas where budget funds are intended to be used for asset purchases.

---

**Moving?**

A brief note or announcement related to moving, possibly a notice or a comment on the topic.

---

**HEREFORD SALE**

An announcement for a Hereford sale, scheduled for February 5, 1966, at Big T Hereford Ranch. Details include the location, time, and potential opportunities for cattle sales.

---

**Home Loans**

The editorial section includes a mention of home loans, possibly discussing the availability or benefits of obtaining a home loan.

---

**HEN SEE US FOR THE FINANCING**

An advertisement for financing services, with a focus on helping customers obtain the necessary financing for various purposes.

---

**Quality Hereford Sale**

Further details about the Hereford sale, including the number of head to be sold and the timing of the event.

---

**MOVING?**

A continuation of the "Moving?" announcement, possibly providing more information or updates on the topic.

---

**Budget Funds Marked For Asset Purchases**

A concluding piece on budget funds, summarizing the allocations and their significance.

---

**Budget Funds Marked For Asset Purchases**

A repeat of the previous section, with a focus on the marked budget funds for asset purchases, possibly reiterating the importance of these allocations.

---

**Budget Funds Marked For Asset Purchases**

Another iteration of the budget funds discussion, highlighting the continued importance of these allocations in various aspects of community development or improvement.

---

**Budget Funds Marked For Asset Purchases**

A final iteration of the budget funds discussion, possibly summarizing or concluding the overall theme of funding allocations for asset purchases.
McNamara Opposition Beginning To Mount

TV SCHEDULE

THE WATCHMAN TV SCHEDULE OFFERS READERS COMPLETE TV PROGRAMS FOR A FULL WEEK - Including Title of Movies and Cast! - Use This Handy Schedule As A Daily Program Guide

FIRST STATE BANK AND TRUST CO.

GET-ACQUAINTED Drug Bargains

M & H Pharmacy

City Moves To Secure Water And Sewer Funds

Federal Savings Home Planned

Major Expansion Program Planned at Hospital

The Panola Watchman

Life With Father Production Slated Monday And Tuesday

All Local Talent Is Featured

Bond Issue Being Eyed For County Hiway ROW

ASCS FIGURES SHOW County Cotton Picture Dark

Poll Tax Total Stands at 3,916

School Vote Date Is Set

City Election Date Is Set